
INSTANT MARQUEE DEPLOYMENT 

 

Step 1- Frame on feet as it comes out of box/bag.  

 

Step 2- Partially Spread Frame by two persons holding a corner leg in each hand – 

lift slightly and walk away from each other, for as far as arms will reach.  

 

Step 3- Unfold canopy roof on ground along side of frame. Two persons again take 

hold of a corner each – raise and drag across frame – place shaped corner over 

frame corner - ensure gusset inside roof is laying correctly and velcro seals adhere 

to each other. 

 

Step 4- Similarly position the other corners of the roof and check that shaped 

“peaks” are approximately over centre peak pole domes.  

 

Step 5- One person at each end lift frame by lower central scissor bars and walk 

backwards (away from each other) until the frame is fully spread. 

 

Step 6- Ensure that nylon lower corner sliding brackets are then pushed up into 

fixed position where the spring-loaded stop button in the bracket „pops‟ into hole 

provided in upper leg piece.  

NOTE: Sometimes it is necessary to release one corner of the cover from the frame 

to do this, so that the tension of the shaped roof is reduced. When all stop buttons 

have „popped‟ into place, then stretch the corner over the frame again.  

 

Step 7- Extend legs (2-at-a-time) by placing shoe on baseplate and lifting frame by 

holding upper leg. Spring loaded stop-buttons will „pop‟ into hole in lower leg 

when legs are extended to their first height settings.  

 

Step 8- COLLAPSING IS THE SAME PROCEDURE IN REVERSE.  

 

N.B. - This product is not designed to be used as a permanent fixture.  

- Do not leave erected in high winds, heavy rain or stormy weather conditions.  

- It is the Hirer’s responsibility to ensure that the Marquee is sufficiently 

anchored down at all times and deployed only in suitable weather conditions. 


